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ImprovementoftheresponsetimeoftheBaTiO3self-pumpedphase-conjugatemirrorisdemonstrated
withasimpleconfiguration.Itisbasedonbeamamplificationinthecrystaldrivenbyanadditionalbias
beam.

ThephotorefractivecrystalBaTiO3iscommonlyused

asaself-pumpedphase-conjugatemirror1-2(SPPCM)

foritslargebeam-couplingcoe爪cient.Thedisadvan-

tageoftheSPPCMisitsslowresponsetime,which

dependsmainlyonthetotalintensityoftheincident

beams.3Thetimeresponse40rfrequencyresponse5

inSPPCM'shavebeendescribed,buttherearefew

reports60nimprovingresponsetime.Inthisnote

of
BaTiO3SPPCMwithlimitedfinitelaserpower.The

responsetimetdescribedheredenotesthetime
requiredforthegenerationofaphase-conjugatewave

(PCW).

TheinsetsofFig.1showtheconfigurationofthe

conventionalSPPCMandaSPPCMwithanaddi-

tionalbiasbeam.Theconventionaloneisshownin

Fig.1(a).Apartofobjectbeam7uisbentinthe

directionofthecaxisandactsaspumpbeamsaand6

inregions1and2,respectively.Thebeamsare
reflectedatthecornercubeofthecrystalandplaythe

roleofotherpumpbeamsb'anda'ateachregion.

ThusthePCWisgeneratedbyinternaldegenerate

four-wavemixing.Theenergyofthepumpbeamis

suppliedfromonlytheobjectbeam.Themechanism

hasbeendescribedindetailinRef.3.Responsetime

tofthephase-conjugatemirror,basedonthegeome-

tryofdegeneratefour-wavemixing,isevaluatedas3
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T - K/IT,　　　　　　　(1)

where K is a constant, and It is the total intensity of

the incident beam in milliwatts per millimeter

squared. To improve the response time, we intro-

duce an additional bias beam, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

In this configuration, we use the beam amplificationT

that is based on two-beam coupling,8 and the process

of the generation of PCW is explained as follows.
First, bias beam I2¥ acts as the pump beam, and object

beam In is amplified by the energy transfer from 72i.

Next, self-pumping is generated by the ampli丘ed

object beam 7n in the same way, as explained in Fig.

1(a). Since the energy of the pump beam is supplied

not only from the object beam but also from the bias

beam, - is reduced according to Eq. (1). The theory

of two-beam coupling has also been explained'・ we
do not describe it in detail here.

In practical systems, the intensity of the object

beam is limited mainly by the laser power that is used

and by amplitude transmittance T of the object.

When a plane wave with intensity ∫ passes through

the object, intensity IA of the object beam is given by

h-TL　　　　　　　　　(2)

On the other hand, if the beam is divided into two by

the beam splitter (BS), which has reflection coe爪cient

R, the total intensity IB at the crystal is given by

IB-[R+(1-R)TF　　　　　(3)

where RIin and (1 - R)TIin are the intensity that is

reflected by the BS and the intensity that is passed

through the BS and object, respectively. In our

con丘guration, RIin is used as the bias beam. Thus,

by the use of the BS, the total intensity of the incident
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Fig. 1. Experimentalsetup. Thecrystalsizeis5mm x 5mm x 5

mm. Theangle 6 is伝xedat 20-and theincidentangleofl,¥ is90

with respect to the c axis. /12 and hw are the transmitted

beams. L's, lenses; BS's, beam splitters; M, mirror. The insets

represent the configurations of (a) the conventional SPPCM, (b)
the SPPCM with the bias beam.

beam is increased by

IB-IA-Rl-T)/in.
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So this method is effective when T is small.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. An

argon-ion laser beam (¥ - 514.5 nm) is divided into

object beam In and bias beam 72i, each of which are 2

mm in diameter. The incident angle of12i was 90c

with respect to thec axis. The PCW's arel andJ.1,
respectively. We measured the response time of
ordinary SPPCM for various incident angles (8's)
without a bias beam. The power of the incident
beam was 160 mW/cm2. The measured results are
shown inFig. 2. Theresponsetimeswere -10sfor
0 ≦ 20-, and we carried out the followingexperiments

at 0 ≦ 20-. Figure 3 shows the typical evolutions of

PCW's I3, and 74 and the transmitted beam 7i2 at 6 -
203. Both PCW's arose simultaneously at t - 20 s.

The intensities of7n and/2i were 10 and 100 mW/cm2,
respectively. I2¥ was cut off with a shutter att - 200

s. The evolution of73 is shown in Fig. 3(a). It

fluctuated temporally under the influence of72i until

72i was cut off with a shutter. When 721 was cut off,

13 dropped to nearly 0, but arose again immediately

because the desired phase grating has been seeded
before ～ reached ～ - 200 s. Since BaTiO, acts as a

conventional SPPCM after the interception of the

bias beam, the月uctuations in I3 are not observed.

The evolution of74 is shown in Fig. 3(b). Since the

incident angle was not appropriate for the generation

of a PCW, the steady-state output level was smaller

Fig. 2. Response time of the ordinary SPPCM as a function of

0. Thepoweroftheincidentbeamwas 160mW cm-
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Fig. 3. Typical revolutions of PCW's I3 and /4, and transmitted

beamIl2at6 - 20-. TheintensitiesofIu and721 were lOand 100

mW/cm2, respectively: (a) I3, the phase-conjugated object beam;

(b) U, the phase-conjugated bias beam; (c) I12, the transmitted

object beam. The bias beam was intercepted by a shutter at t =
200s.

than 73, although the intensity of72i was ten times as

large as In. Figure 3(c) shows the evolution of/^.

It fell quickly when /2i was cut off because the energy

transferred from I2¥ was removed. This drop shows

that 7u had been amplified by the beam coupling.

Response time r and the steady-state intensity ofh

plotted for ∫ are shown in Fig. 4. They were

measured for 9 - 10- and 20-. Response time t is

denoted as the time required for first observing ls.

The intensity of the bias beam 72i was 50 mW/cm-
which was different from that in Fig. 3. Figure 4(a)

shows the response time of 73. When 72i was not
introduced, t increased with the decrease of/n; also,

73 could not be obtained at/u - 1 mW/cm2. When
I-2i was introduced, however, t was mainly dependent
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Fig. 4. (a) Response time and (b) steady-state intensities of

phase-conjugated object beam I3 measured for various intensities

oftheincidentobjectbeaml^. ▲　- 10-and・.9 - 200with

biasbeam; △, 8 = 10- and O, 0 - 20- without bias beam, at which

the intensity of bias beam was丘xed to 50 mW,cm-. The solid

curves are theoretical fits based on Eq. (1).

on721 with the decrease of7n. Moreover, 73 could be
obtained even if ∫ll were 1 mW/cm2. The solid
curves are calculated with Eq. (1), where K - 20 and
It - In + hi-　Thedependence on 8 was almostthe
same between o - 10- and 200. So t is inversely

proportional to the total intensity of the incident

beams and can be improved by the bias beam J21・

The steady-state intensity of73 is shown in Fig. 4(b).

It is reduced with the decrease off whether12i was

introduced or not. But the intensity of13 obtained

with 7-21 was slightly larger than that without 72i

because a part of72i is transferred to 7n by the beam

coupling. 73 is not amplified much, although the

object beam is amplified by the beam coupling, as

shown in Fig. 3(c). Itis thoughtthat73 is distributed

by the phase hologram that contributes to the two-

beam coupling. The configuration in our expen-

ment is not a complete SPPCM when J12 is not
shuttered. Butthebehavior is the same as aconven・

tional SPPCM except for the凸uctuation of73. If one

wishes to have a conventional SPPCM, it is necessaiy

only to shut offI2¥. An yet t is improved. For

example,when7n - 10 mW/cm2,73 risesatt - 200s
without72i, while it rises completely at t - 100 s with

12i - 100 mW/cm2, as shown in Fig. 4(a). If121 IS
shuttered at t - 100 s, 73 will rise promptly. So t

becomes halfofthat in a conventional SPPCM.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated improvement

of the response time of SPPCM by introducing a bias

beam. This method can be carried out easily and is

useful for obtaining a PCW in a short time from

objects that have poor transparency.
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